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ABSTRAKSI
Meskipun Component Base System (CBS) meningkatkan efisiensi pengembangan
dan mengurangi kebutuhan untuk dipertahankan, dan komponen kualitas yang lebih
baik dapat merusak produk yang baik jika komposisi tidak dikelola dengan tepat.
Dalam dunia nyata, seperti domain otomasi industri, probabilitas ini tidak dapat
diterima dan ukuran tambahan, waktu, upaya, dan biaya yang diperlukan untuk
menguranginya. Banyak pendekatan optimasi umum telah diusulkan dalam literatur
untuk mengelola komposisi sistem pada tahap awal pengembangan. Makalah ini
mengkaji pendekatan baru untuk mengoptimalkan arsitektur perangkat lunak. Hasil
dari penelitian ini akan bermanfaat untuk digunakan dalam mengembangkan
optimasi kerangka kerja yang efisien untuk arsitektur perangkat lunak dalam
penelitian yang sedang kami laksanakan.
Kata Kunci: Sistem Berbasis Komponen, pendekatan optimisasi, arsitektur
perangkat lunak.
ABSTRACT
Although Component-Based System (CBS) increases the efficiency of development
and reduces the need for maintenance, but even good quality components could fail
to compose good product if the composition is not managed appropriately. In real
world, such as industrial automation domain, this probability is unacceptable
because additional measures, time, efforts, and costs are required to minimize its
impacts. Many general optimization approaches have been proposed in literature to
manage the composition of system at early stage of development. This paper
investigates recent approach es used to optimize software architecture. The results of
this study are important since it will be used to develop an efficient optimization
framework to optimize software architecture in next step of our ongoing research.
Keywords: Component-Based
architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there have been increasing interests in using Component-Based
System Development (CBSD) approach, particularly COTS (commercial off the
shelf) components, to develop large complex applications. Both software consumers
and developers share the interest for the CBSD approach because of the clear
advantages. Some advantages are but not limited to: The efficiency of development
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increased, the product becomes more reliable, need for maintenance is radically
decreased, the development time decreases, and the usability of the products
increases. Although it promises faster time-to-market and increased productivity [1],
many risks has been introduced when developing COTS-based systems such as
failure to satisfy the quality attributes. The use of good quality components to
develop system does not grantee to obtain system with the satisfied quality. Indeed,
bad quality components will not produce high quality product, and even good
quality components can damage a good product if the composition is not managed
appropriately. In real world, such as industrial automation domain, this probability is
unacceptable and additional measures, time, efforts, and costs are required to
minimize it. For example it been reported that a large Japanese car manufacture had
to recall 160,000 vehicles due to software failure [2]. Consequently, the failure to
satisfy the quality attribute such as reliability means a financial loss, increased
expenses of hardware, higher cost of software development, and harder than that, the
loss of relationships with consumers. Whenever, quality issues are addressed at
implementation or integration time, correction of problems impacts the cost,
schedule, and quality of the software. For example it been reported that a large
Japanese car manufacture had to recall 160,000 vehicles due to software failure [2].
Also, reports confirm that about 25 percent of software problems are related to
software architecture and hardware-configuration issues that can be detected very
early in the development cycle.
2.

NEED FOR ARCHITECTURE OPTIMIZATION

When an architect starts building a new CBS application, he has many options to
do this task. Each probable solution is arranging from a mixture of distinctive
components. All those possible alternatives are called Design Options. The
combination that satisfied the performance requirements is the target of the architect.
However, design options are proportional with the degree of freedom. The degrees
of freedom are resulted due to the following [3]: Components, the selection of one
component from number of components instances with the same functionality but
different performance specifications; Resource Allocation, due to the fact that, the
selection of hardware does not impact the functional of components, its
configuration could be changed during search. Therefore, hardware environment are
modeled separately from the common assembly. In fact, manual or/and
mismanaging composition lead to undetected problems in the system. Researchers
have proposed Software Optimization Architecture Approaches to avoid such
problem since it provides early evaluation for architecture.
3.

OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES

From literature, solutions can be classified into three groups of optimization
approach. Each approach aims to guide the search process towards the optimal
solution, these main approaches are: Anti-Patterns based solution, Rule-Based
Search, and Meta-heuristic search techniques. The approaches are discussed below.
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4.

ANTI-PATTERNS APPROACH

The approach aims to establish feedback generation process based on
performance anti-patterns [4] using XML format. It takes as input the XML
representation of the software system and gives in output a list of detected
performance anti-patterns. No grantees to apply it in complex system. Since, it
includes the problem (i.e. model properties that describe the anti-pattern) and the
solution (i.e. actions to take for eliminate the problem). However, human experience
in several steps is needed. For example, the detection of antipatterns in a subsystem
is a task whose complexity heavily depends on the structure of the subsystem and
the definition of the anti-patterns itself. Furthermore, there is no offer of new
architecture candidates.
4.1.

Rule-Based Approach

Rule-based [5] approaches try to identify problems in the model (e.g. bottlenecks)
based on predefined rules and rules containing performance knowledge are applied
to the detected problems. Rule-based approaches focus on performance analysis
without considering other quality criteria. These approaches cannot find solutions
for which no rule exists, thus, they cannot cover all possible solutions and might
result in locally optimal.
2.4.

Metaheuristic-Based Approaches

Meta-heuristics originated and inspired by natural process and creature’s
behavior to solve complex real world problems. Evolutionary Computing (EC)
methods and the Swarm Intelligence (SI) algorithms are the main common groups of
methods represent the field[6]. Meta-heuristics EC techniques such as Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) methods have proven its usefulness to solve the problem of
architecture optimization. Recently, SI techniques such as Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [7], [8], [9] an alternative search technique, often performed
better than many EC techniques such as GAs when applied to various problems [10,
11]. EC need to handle the population movement; therefore, they are less fast in
discovering optimal solutions. Furthermore, EC algorithms may have a memory to
store previous status; this may help in minimizing the number of individuals close to
positions in candidate solutions that have been visited before, but it may also slow to
converge since successive generations may die out. In contrast, SI is easy to
symbolize the architecture alternatives as an optimization problem, and less number
of parameters required.
5.

CONCLUSION

Architect needs to use optimization to avoid problem of quality dissatisfaction
cause due to the late evaluation of developed system. Metaheuristic approaches
provide efficient techniques to optimize software architecture. In contrast, other
approaches such as of rule-based and Anti-Pattern do not cover the design space and
no new candidates are suggested. Evolutionary and Intelligent swarm are
subdivision of metaheuristics. Both approached used to optimize software
architecture. However, the latter one has outperformed the former method.
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Furthermore, SI algorithm is easier to manage. Based on this result we recommend
using SI algorithm to develop new optimization approach.
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